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Abstract. Public sector managers take much of the responsibility for selecting,
commissioning, implementing and realising beneﬁts from information technology (IT)
projects. However, e-Government initiatives often suffer from complexity, vision failure,
lack of goal clarity and insufﬁcient commitment. These problems may stem from value
traditions that are deeply ingrained in managers’ cultural environments but not always
in harmony with each other. A ﬁrst step towards working with value complexity is to
understand it; we synthesise amodel of value positions for e-Government derived from
major traditions in the public administration literature. Four value positions relevant to
e-Government together with their IT assumptions are identiﬁed; they reﬂect the ideals
of professionalism, efﬁciency, service and engagement. A qualitative investigation of
Danish local authority managers displays both value congruence and value diver-
gence. The interpretive study results in a theoretical model that combines value posi-
tions and relationships, and the model’s implications for researchers and practitioners
in focusing successful e-Government initiatives are outlined.
Keywords: e-Government, value, public administration, bureaucracy, New Public
Management, IS managementINTRODUCTION
Understanding the success and failure of information technology (IT) initiatives has a long his-
tory in information systems (IS) research (Lyytinen & Hirschheim, 1987; Rockart, 1982), and the
factor approach (critical success factors, critical failure factors and barriers) has become prom-
inent in e-Government research. Although the reasons for e-Government success or failure are
complex and vary from situation to situation, factor studies consistently emphasise the role of
management and leadership. Managerial success factors for e-Government include the impor-
tance of management support (Pardo & Scholl, 2002; Altameem et al., 2006; Borman &
Janssen, 2013), leadership (Kumar & Best, 2006; Altameem et al., 2006), clarity of vision
(Altameem et al., 2006; Garson, 2006; Luk, 2009) and the development of shared common
objectives (Lam, 2005; Gauld, 2007). It is suggested that IT implementation is made morethors. Information Systems Journal published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd
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532 J Rose et al.complex in the public sector by relatively complex decision-making and accountability systems,
together with a plurality of stakeholders with many differing objectives (Almarabeh & AbuAli,
2010). Public sector managers must therefore respond to a wider variety of goals and chal-
lenges (expressed by multiple salient stakeholders) than in the private sector. For example,
Gauld (2007) studies the failure of a hospital system in New Zealand, noting the prevalence
of organisational and political complexities, long and difﬁcult decision-making and mixed mes-
sages from policy makers in the public sector. Gauld argues that addressing these problems re-
quires the creation of ’common objectives across the various stakeholders…. from the outset’.
Luk (2009) demonstrates the impact of leadership (the articulation and promotion of vision and
strategy) on the outcome of an e-stamping project in Hong Kong. Establishing and maintaining
a clear sense of purpose are difﬁcult in environments that are characterised by worship of tech-
nology, technophilia, managerial faddism and Lomanism (accepting exaggerated salesman’s
accounts of the capability of technologies) (Gauld & Goldﬁnch, 2006). Thus, for Almarabeh &
AbuAli (2010), the most important questions for e-Government managers revolve around the
creation and articulation of common purpose and a common direction: Why are we pursuing
e-Government? Do we have a clear vision and priorities? What kind of e-Government are we
ready for? Are we selecting e-Government projects in the best way?
A promising research avenue for the investigation of e-Government purpose and vision has
emerged in the study of values (Persson & Goldkuhl, 2010; Bannister & Connolly, 2014). Values
express underlying purposes and motivations that are more enduring and deeply rooted than
project goals. Studying the values embedded in perceptions of IT projects is a way of under-
standing their superordinate goals, irrespective of what may be written in the project document
for political ends. Coordinating stakeholders’ basic values in the execution of a project may be
an important route to success. Value represents the ‘worth, utility, or importance of an entity’
(Esteves & Joseph, 2008) – that which is ‘considered a good (worthy of striving after) without
further justiﬁcation’ (Sikula, 1973), thus subjective phenomena. Dewey (1939) described values
as ‘ends-in-view’: the organising principle or superordinate goals for component activities, serv-
ing as the criteria for evaluation of those activities, formulated and reformulated as those activ-
ities produce results. Values refer to desirable goals, which people strive to attain (thus a
motivational construct); however, they transcend speciﬁc actions and situations (Schwartz,
1994; Dewey, 1939). They may guide the selection or evaluation of actions, policies, people
and events, serving as standards or criteria. Values are beliefs that are tied to emotions and
perceptions, often forming systems of value priorities (Schwartz, 1994). Jørgensen & Bozeman
(2007) make an inventory of 72 public administration values, which Rutgers (2008) expands to
over 100, commenting that the sheer number of possible relevant values is overwhelming. A va-
riety of different categorisation schemes is proposed (Hood, 1991; Van Wart, 1998; Dobel,
2007; Jørgensen & Bozeman, 2007) with some overlap but little agreement (Appendix 1), and
often without substantial empirical or theoretical support. An assumption is usually made that
the values described are congruent – that they form a uniﬁed, coherent and synergistic platform
that is deﬁnable. However, more recent contributions understand values in public administration
as plural, ambiguous, hybrid and overlapping (Van Der Wal & van Hout, 2009). Hybrid organi-
sations, for example, third-sector organisations dealing with both public and private sectors,
often contain stakeholder groups with inherently incompatible value systems. Values can be© 2014 The Authors. Information Systems Journal published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd 25, 531–571
Value paradigms for e-Government 533competing, clashing and contradictory (Rutgers, 2008), and espoused values should be distin-
guished from values-in-use (Schein, 2004) – which makes empirical substantiation difﬁcult. In
these contributions, values are primarily understood as divergent.
In the e-Government context, Bannister & Connolly (2014) deﬁne values as modes of behav-
iour that are generally held to be right and argue that they underlie all forms of transformation.
We develop a different but related focus on values as ends-in-view that are tied to assumptions
about how information technologies beneﬁt good governance or increase impact. These as-
sumptions (which are seldom addressed in the public administration literature) can be
characterised as technology frames (Orlikowski & Gash, 1994). Bannister (2002) identiﬁes
six citizen-centric complementary categories of value for information technologies in public ad-
ministration (foundational/efﬁciency, policy formulation, democratic, service, internal and exter-
nal). In the context of the evaluation of transformative government, Bannister & Connolly (2014)
propose a three-part taxonomy: duty oriented, service oriented and socially oriented but provide
no empirical justiﬁcation. Other researchers provide different categorisation schemes that, as in
the case of the public administration literature, overlap, without reaching agreement (these are
summarised in Appendix 2). Two approaches to studying value are emerging; either they are
grounded in previous value studies and seek to provide more appropriate lists or categorisation
schemes or they take their starting point in mainstream public administration theory (the
approach recommended by Yildiz (2007) that we also follow. Persson & Goldkuhl (2010), for
instance, identify a core set of values articulated by Weber (1947), which they term traditional
bureaucracy, and contrast them with New Public Management (NPM) values. They regard
e-Government values as a synthesis of these value positions. To date, e-Government value
studies share a congruent understanding of values; they do not seek to explore tensions and
contradictions. However, recent studies of e-Government initiatives also point to values as
potentially divergent; for example, Hellberg & Gronlund (2013) identify seven conﬂicts in an
implementation project rooted in the re-operationalisation of basic values.
This short analysis suggests the following challenges for values research in IS. Research
should be rooted in appropriate mainstream theory (public administration theory is an obvious
candidate for the e-Government area) but should also demonstrate grounding in empirical data.
Researchers could move away from the search for the perfect categorisation scheme, for exam-
ple, the idea that a complete list of values with an objective correspondence to an external re-
ality is a desirable or feasible goal, and focus instead on the subjective experience of identiﬁed
stakeholder groups. Research may take the perspective that values may be in competition with
each other and investigate the role of technology in value choices and competition, rather than
assuming that it is purely an implementation mechanism. In the present study, we examine
values and their relationships articulated by managers in local authorities in Denmark. Denmark
traditionally performs well in comparative surveys of e-Government performance.1 Danish pub-
lic administration is characterised by ‘thick’ government and a relatively consensual and tech-
nologically advanced society. Danish local authorities are relatively decentralised (they
commission and manage their own IT systems, for example) and are not merely the executive
wing of central government. Structural reform in 2007 ensured local authorities of sufﬁcient size1http://unpan1.un.org/intradoc/groups/public/documents/un-dpadm/unpan038848.pdf
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tion and expansion of the welfare state. Local authorities are entrusted both with a large part of
the operation of the Danish welfare state – with primary education, day care for children, social
welfare and care of the elderly as the most important examples (Kjær et al., 2010) – and with a
great deal of autonomy in how to organise them. Senior managers are key ﬁgures in the drive to
digitalisation. Responding to Bannister & Connolly’s (2014) call for research into how public
values affect, and are affected by, information and communication technologies, we address
the research questions:
• How can the values of public sector managers with respect to e-Government initiatives be
theorised?
• How are these values related?
We investigate the values embedded in major trends in the public administration literature
over the last 15 years and derive four value positions (the professionalism ideal, the efﬁciency
ideal, the service ideal and the engagement ideal) that are highly relevant to e-Government
concerns. We develop a case study (using content analysis as the primary analytic tool) that
also allows us to assess congruence and divergence in the value positions of managers. We
develop a theoretical lens for value positions and their relationships and discuss its implications
for theory and practice.VALUE IDEALS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION THEORY TRADIT IONS
In this section, we analyse the values behind different theoretical traditions in the public adminis-
tration literature (bureaucracy, NPM, Public Value Management (PVM) and New Public Service
(NPS)), which also reﬂect the historical development of the ﬁeld. The analysis is organised around
four recurrent ideals in the literature: professionalism, efﬁciency, service and engagement. We
show how the traditions share some convergent values but also develop divergent values and out-
line representative values associated with the four ideals at the end of each section.The professionalism ideal: the emergence of the bureaucratic state
Weber (1947) describes how economic purposive rationality (capitalism) replaces religion as
the driving force of society, bringing with it a superior organisational form of bureaucracy.
Remnants of feudalism, such as public ofﬁces awarded by the aristocracy and used for the
accumulation of personal gain, are swept away, and the apparatus of the state becomes a
professionalised machine. Bureaucracy is characterised by six principles (Weber, 1947):
• ﬁxed jurisdictional areas ordered by rules, laws or regulations;
• the principle of hierarchy (structures of superior and subordinate relationships);
• management of the ofﬁce through written ﬁles;
• occupation of ofﬁces based on expertise and training;
• full-time career employment of personnel who are compensated; and
• administration of the ofﬁce according to stable rules learned through training.© 2014 The Authors. Information Systems Journal published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd 25, 531–571
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mative rules and the right of those elevated to authority to issue commands. The
professionalised bureaucratic organisation exhibits ‘optimised precision, speed, unambiguity,
knowledge of the ﬁles, continuity, discretion, unity, strict subordination, reduction of friction
and of material and personal costs’ (Weber, 1947). Bureaucracy also offers unparalleled objec-
tivity (casework according to calculable rules and without regard for the person) in the carrying
out of administrative functions and thus promotes equity: equality before the law. Dealing objec-
tively with complexity and specialisation requires a detached expert, a trained professional of-
ﬁcial who can both understand the regulations and administer them in a fair way where there
is (inevitably) a need for discretion. Weber described bureaucracy without idealising it; he
recognised many difﬁculties inherent in state bureaucracies. They tend to expand, and to pre-
serve and extend their own power, making them a form of domination, which turns the public
into clients. They do not necessarily recognise or act for the public good, especially where this
might conﬂict with the underlying regulatory system. However, the ideal of public sector profes-
sionalism is still associated with traditional bureaucratic values. Dobel (2007) identiﬁes them as
framing decisions by law and authorised policy, demanding good information for decisions, cre-
ating accurate durable records, building durable and competent institutional capacity and im-
partially serving all citizens. He calls them foundational values because they go largely
unchallenged in democratic western countries, even where other aspects of the bureaucratic
tradition are contested. They are represented as ‘keep it fair and honest’ and ‘keep it robust
and resilient’ in Hood’s (1991) prescriptions. We summarise these values as follows:
• durability: professionalism expressed as ensuring a robust, resilient and competent public
service, backed by a secure and accurate public record;
• equity: professionalism expressed as honesty, fairness, objectivity and impartiality in dealing
with civil society;
• legality: professionalism expressed as framing decisions by law and authorised policy; and
• accountability: professionalism expressed as traceable responsibility for legitimate actions,
authorised though the chain of command and documented in the public record.The efﬁciency ideal and the virtues of the private sector
Civil service traditions associated with Weber’s account of bureaucracy became gradually
discredited in the 70s and 80s and understood as wasteful, static, overstaffed and unresponsive
(the modern vernacular usage of the word ’bureaucratic’); ‘plagued with excessive rules, bound
by rigid budgeting and personnel systems, and preoccupied with control………. ignoring citi-
zens, shunning innovation, and serving their own needs’ (Denhardt & Denhardt, 2000); in short
’broken’ (Gore, 1993). A new value tradition arose derived from the perception of superior efﬁ-
ciency in private sector management practice. Boston (1991) characterises the central doc-
trines of NPM as
[an] emphasis on management rather than policy; …a reliance on quantiﬁable output mea-
sures and performance targets; …the development of new reporting, monitoring, and ac-
countability mechanisms; the disaggregation of large bureaucratic structures; …..a© 2014 The Authors. Information Systems Journal published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd 25, 531–571
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such as … the development of corporate plans (and) performance agreements, the introduc-
tion of performance-linked remuneration systems; a general preference for monetary incen-
tives rather than non-monetary incentives such as ethics, ethos, and status; a stress on
cost-cutting, efﬁciency, and cutback management (Boston, 1991).
Much attention in the public arena was captured by the related Reinventing Government
movement (Osborne & Gaebler, 1992; Osborne & Plastrik, 1997). This emphasised entre-
preneurial government promoting competition between service providers, where many ser-
vices are privatised and citizens (redeﬁned as customers) exercise choices governed by
their individual economic well-being. Government’s role is to catalyse all sectors (public,
private and voluntary) through market forces to proactively solve their communities’ prob-
lems, rather than to enforce the law or to (necessarily) provide services themselves; they
are driven by their goals (missions), not by their rules and regulations. Instead of being
content with administering budgets effectively, government institutions should actively seek
ways of increasing their revenue and monitor performance outcomes. Government ofﬁcials
become entrepreneurial managers with the freedom to galvanise bureaucracies into action
in the same way that managers in industry (supposedly) can. In summary, the Reinventing
Government movement prefers ‘market mechanisms to bureaucratic mechanisms’
(Osborne & Plastrik, 1997). Efﬁciency-oriented NPM values are identiﬁed by Hood (1991)
as value for money, private sector style leadership, performance review and a role for
the market. Hood (1991) encapsulates this ideal in his injunction to ’keep it lean and
purposeful’ and points out that the measures of public sector efﬁciency in this tradition
are primarily economic. Some aspects of NPM and the Reinventing Government move-
ment quickly became controversial, but the efﬁciency ideal remains ﬁrmly entrenched in
public management. Representative values are as follows:
• value for money: implying the elimination of waste and lean service provision;
• cost reduction: implying the reduction of cost per output unit;
• productivity: implying the increased output per economic unit; and
• performance: implying the quantitative monitoring of outputs with the aim of improving
performance.The service ideal and the creation of public value
New Public Management provoked a strong backlash, with one reaction concentrated on
defending traditional bureaucratic values. Moore (1994) deplores the ‘precedence of
economically-based values over legally-based values’. Focus on entrepreneurial indepen-
dence for government ofﬁcials risks undermining the rule of law and accountability for ac-
tions; willingness to bend the rules is a double-edged sword in government (DeLeon &
Denhardt, 2000). Privatisation risks eroding bureaucratic values (impartiality, fairness and
objectivity) and replacing them with commercial values. The ’business is best’ prejudice
is dismissed by Goodsell (2004), who ﬁnds little empirical evidence for the proposition that
businesses consistently perform better than government. Basing public policy on the© 2014 The Authors. Information Systems Journal published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd 25, 531–571
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sumption that the market determines public value better than the political process.
Redeﬁning citizens as customers risks creating inequalities based on ability to pay,
undermines the public welfare function of government and ignores the democratic role of
the citizen. Many of these concerns underlie the development of new value positions
centred around PVM (Moore, 1994; 1995). In the public service tradition, government ofﬁ-
cials respond to a higher calling to serve the public interest. The ethos of ofﬁce (Du Gay,
2000) – the vocation of public service incorporating an ethical commitment to act in the
public interest – allows government to act forcefully, morally and accountably and distin-
guishes government from politics or business. Because the public interest is not always
easy to deﬁne or recognise, public sector managers are charged with the duty of searching
out and implementing public value. The institutions of government should respond to civil
society’s shared cumulative assessment of what it values, while respecting fundamental
liberties and working to ‘block efforts by narrow factions to coerce …… the public interest’
(Miller, 1989). The public servant thus has a special responsibility to listen to the voices of
citizens, to be responsive to what is said and to ‘ﬁnd and articulate a general or common
interest and to cause government to pursue that interest’ (Frederickson, 1991). This re-
sponsibility extends beyond the duty to execute the policy decisions of politicians. Commit-
ment to the public interest also extends to respect for individual citizens: attending to the
legitimate interests and expectations of citizens wherever government is in contact with
them: citizen centricity. Moreover, in Moore’s account of PVM, public sector managers
have not only a responsibility for articulating public value but a political function in
mobilising support, legitimacy and co-production through advocacy, negotiation and leader-
ship: networked governance (Stoker, 2006). PVM, while not rejecting the professionalism
and efﬁciency ideals, also emphasises consensus building, collaboration and networked
leadership. The ideal of public service is inherent in Weber’s account of bureaucracy
(the career bureaucrat offers his allegiance to the state) and developed by the Reinventing
Government movement as citizen orientation – where the customer citizen chooses in the
service marketplace. However, the service ideal is central to PVM, partly because civil so-
ciety primarily recognises the value generated by government through its interactions with
government, that is through the portfolio of services that is delivered. Key representative
values are as follows:
• commitment to the public interest expressed through public service;
• citizen centricity: respect for the interests of individual citizens; and
• service level and quality: the provision of services, which meet the expectations of citizens.The engagement ideal and the promotion of liberal democracy
In PVM, achieving public value is dependent on good relationships between citizens and gov-
ernment and the building of shared agendas and consensus but remains primarily the respon-
sibility of public managers. Denhardt & Denhardt (2007) go further, deﬁning an NPS based on
relationships of trust with empowered citizens, the creation of shared interests and shared© 2014 The Authors. Information Systems Journal published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd 25, 531–571
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vice is redeﬁned in its democratic context: serving the public interest means engaging with
civil society in order to co-produce it. The rationale for engagement with civil society is found
in accounts of liberal and deliberative democracy. Government has an important role to play in
the public sphere (Habermas, 1989): it is a deliberative environment in which public opinion is
negotiated. Dialogue between civil society and public servants deﬁnes and redeﬁnes the pub-
lic interest. Public administrators, argue Denhardt & Denhardt (2000), have a ’central…..role in
helping citizens to articulate the public interest…..and must work to ensure that citizens are
given a voice in every stage of governance, not just in electoral politics’. Where the engage-
ment of citizens is lacking, managers should work to create active citizenship. Government
‘shouldn’t be run like a business’; they assert that ‘it should be run like a democracy’
(Denhardt & Denhardt, 2000). The ideal of engagement with civil society builds on values of
citizen centricity and community empowerment from NPM and the political engagement of
PVM. Dobel (2007) summarises this ideal as the commitment to require maximum transpar-
ency and public reasons for actions, to seek inclusive participation and engage the diversity
of society, to maximise citizen participation, to engage and respond to citizen deliberations
and to respect citizens and honour rights in treatment and process. Key engagement values
are as follows:
• democratic engagement with civil society as an important link in the democratic process;
• deliberative engagement with civil society through co-formulation of policies; and
• participative engagement with civil society through shared responsibilities in decision-making.
Table 1 summarises the four ideals of professionalism, efﬁciency, service and engagement
and compares their interpretation in four public administration theory traditions: bureaucracy,
NPM, PVM and the NPS.THEORETICAL LENS: FOUR VALUE POSITIONS FOR MANAGING E-GOVERNMENT
This section investigates the role of the ideals of professionalism, efﬁciency, service and en-
gagement in the management of e-Government. The management of e-Government is a
specialised form of public administration as it involves responsibility for the deployment of IT.
Managers take various responsibilities for the formulation of IT policy, the development, imple-
mentation and administration of IT systems, various IT-related services, relationships with sup-
pliers and related organisational reorganisation and realisation of beneﬁts. In these tasks,
values (ends-in-view) are associated with an understanding of the purposes of e-Government
initiatives, which are dependent on assumptions about what information technology is for, what
it can do and how it should be used. These assumption sets are described by Orlikowski &
Gash (1994) as technological frames. Technological frames are ’cognitive structures or mental
models held by groups or individuals……….collective cognitive elements that individuals draw
on to construct and reconstruct their social reality………that concern the assumptions, expec-
tations and knowledge they use to understand technology…… this includes not only the nature
and role of the technology itself, but the speciﬁc conditions, applications, and consequences of© 2014 The Authors. Information Systems Journal published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd 25, 531–571
Table 1. Ideals for public managers and their role in four traditions of public administration theory
Bureaucracy
New Public
Management
Public Value
Management New Public Service
Professionalism:
providing an
independent, robust
and consistent
administration,
governed by a rule
system based on law
Dominant ideal:
understood as the
central focus of
management
Taken partly for granted
but largely regarded as
leading to inefﬁciency
Taken as given Not in focus
Efﬁciency: providing
lean administration,
which minimises
waste of public
resources gathered
from taxpayers
Understood as the
end product of
professionalism
Dominant ideal:
understood in economic
terms as the central
focus of management
Understood as an
enabler in the
provision of
public value
Rejected where it
implies a
commitment to the
values of business
Service: maximising the
utility of government
to civil society by
providing services
directed towards the
public good
Not in focus –
service understood
as the personal
commitment of the
bureaucrat
Understood as the
provision of customer
choice – may be
privatised to ensure
efﬁciency
Dominant ideal:
understood as the
manager’s duty to
create public value
An important focus
– redeﬁned around
the co-creation of
policy
Engagement: engaging
with civil society to
facilitate policy
development in
accordance with
liberal democratic
principles
Not in focus Not in focus Limited to the
engagement in the
facilitation of
networked
governance
Dominant ideal –
engagement with
civil society as the
kernel of
democracy
Value paradigms for e-Government 539that technology in particular contexts’ (Orlikowski & Gash, 1994). For example, technological
frames in IS research portray IT as a labour substitution, productivity, information processing
or social-relations tool, or as an embedded system or as structure (Orlikowski & Iacono,
2001). In the e-Government ﬁeld, Snellen (2007) identiﬁes three principal roles for IT:
supporting economy of implementation, supporting public service provision and supporting de-
mocracy. Four value positions are developed based on public administration ideals. We deﬁne a
value position as follows:
• a dominant ideal;
• located in a public administration tradition;
• expressed by a set of representative values;
• with their associated assumptions about e-Government purposes;
• based on a technological frame; and
• where the ﬁve elements are internally consistent.
The professionalism ideal and e-Government
The professionalism ideal is focused on providing an independent, robust and consistent ad-
ministration, governed by a rule system based on law, resulting in the public record that is the© 2014 The Authors. Information Systems Journal published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd 25, 531–571
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lity. These reﬂect many of the bureaucratic values identiﬁed for e-Government by Persson &
Goldkuhl (2010) and a mixture of socially-oriented and duty-oriented values in Bannister &
Connolly’s (2014) impact assessment taxonomy. The role of e-Government is to provide a ﬂex-
ible and secure digital public record and to support standardised administrative procedure. The
technological frame accompanying this understanding is IT as infrastructure (Ciborra, 2000),
which can also be related to Orlikowski & Iacono’s (2001) conceptualisation of ITas an embed-
ded system and as structure. Computerised IS carries the modern public record, and supports,
and sometimes enforces, due administrative process. It constitutes an information infrastruc-
ture of databases and document management systems that faithfully enact the regulatory sys-
tem in silicon and magnetic charges and encourage its standardisation. In the e-Government
ﬁeld, these values manifest themselves in work on (among other things) citizen identiﬁcation
(Otjacques et al., 2007), data security (Paquette et al., 2010), accountability, interoperabil-
ity (Otjacques et al., 2007), architecture development, infrastructure and IT governance
(Meso et al., 2009)
The efﬁciency ideal and e-Government
The efﬁciency ideal concerns providing lean and efﬁcient administration that minimises waste of
public resources gathered from taxpayers. Key representative values are value for money, cost
reduction, productivity and performance. In the e-Government context, Bonina & Cordella
(2009) call these values managerial values, and Persson & Goldkuhl (2010) associate them
with NPM, whereas Kim & Kim (2003) refer to the cost-efﬁciency model. Bannister (2002) puts
these values squarely at the centre of his account of e-Government values, calling them foun-
dational values. Efﬁciency has been the central e-Government ideal in attempts to rationalise,
streamline and transform government; Snellen (2007) argues that IT’s original role in e-
Government was ’the enhancement of the internal effectiveness, efﬁciency, and economy of
the executive functions of public administration’. This is associated with a technological frame
where IT provides automation (Zuboff, 1985) – a labour substitution or productivity tool
(Orlikowski & Iacono, 2001).
The service ideal and e-Government
The service ideal involves maximising the utility of government to civil society by providing ser-
vices directed towards the public good. Key representative values are public service, citizen ori-
entation and service level and quality. In the e-Government ﬁeld, Bannister & Connolly (2014)
identify service-oriented values, Chircu (2008) refers to the service ideal as social value,
whereas Grimsley & Meehan (2008) simply call it public value. Scott et al. (2009) list a series
of e-Government beneﬁts seen from a citizen’s perspective. E-Government’s role has been to
improve the availability, accessibility and usability of government services by providing them on-
line. Snellen (2007) describes this role as the application of IT to the ‘improvement of the quality
of public services to the citizens, as customers, clients, citizens, and subjects’. In the e-services
literature, which spans both private and public sectors, IT is framed as a service enabler. IT of-
fers many opportunities to support service delivery over the internet, and increasingly, through
mobile services. In this technological frame, IT is an information-processing tool (Orlikowski &© 2014 The Authors. Information Systems Journal published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd 25, 531–571
Value paradigms for e-Government 541Iacono, 2001), changing the way citizens communicate with service deliverers. It is also a
productivity tool but seen through the eyes of citizens and businesses, rather than govern-
ment. E-government service improvements typically include better access, avoiding travel,
shorter response times, better access to information, online applications and transactions,
special provision for disability, online advice, automated beneﬁts payment and cost savings
for citizens.
The engagement ideal and e-Government
This ideal focuses on engaging with civil society to facilitate policy development in accor-
dance with liberal democratic principles, thus articulating the public good. Key representa-
tive values are democracy, deliberation and participation. In the e-Government ﬁeld,
Bannister (2002) acknowledges at least part of the democratic value (as citizen access
to information, transparency and ﬂexibility), while portraying policy making as an internal
administrative concern. Chircu (2008) describes political value as the enablement of de-
mocracy, transparency, accountability, social justice and liberty. The role of e-Government
in engagement is to support deliberative interactions with the public and the co-production
of policy – ’to support the involvement of citizens in democratic policy making’ (Snellen,
2007). E-government literature is increasingly preoccupied with the engagement ideal: for
instance, in work on e-participation and e-democracy (Sæbø et al., 2010). Linders (2012)
studies digitally enabled citizen co-production, and Bertot et al. (2012) investigate the
use of social media to connect with citizens. A framing for technology for this position
can be found in the social networking literature; technology is the facilitating medium – a
social relations tool (Orlikowski & Iacono, 2001).
Table 2 summarises the four e-Government value positions.RESEARCH APPROACH
Research strategy
This study forms part of a three-year research project investigating IT management in the public
sector funded by the Danish Research Council (Rose et al., 2012) involving 14 researchers and
10 local authorities. Because the investigation concerns managers’ values (subjective phenom-
ena that are inﬂuenced by history and culture and negotiated within a social context), the re-
search adopts an interpretive stance. This approach recognises the socially constructed
nature of subjective phenomena such as ideals, perceptions, goals and beliefs and is an ac-
cepted research paradigm in IS (Myers, 1999; Walsham, 1995a). Heeks & Bailur (2007) recom-
mend the use of a broader range of research traditions to incorporate more critical realist, social
constructionist and critical research into the e-Government area. Interpretive researchers rec-
ognise that the subjective phenomena they study are local, transient and emergent and bound
to the constructions of the individuals and groups studied. Interpretive theoretical lenses are
carefully argued and justiﬁed both from theoretical principles and from patterns observed in
data but do not claim a one-to-one correspondence to a single objective reality. The study
adheres to well-known principles for interpretive research laid out by Klein & Myers (1999):© 2014 The Authors. Information Systems Journal published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd 25, 531–571
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Value paradigms for e-Government 543the hermeneutic circle, contextualisation, interaction between researchers and subjects, ab-
straction and generalisation, dialogical reasoning, multiple interpretation and suspicion.
In choosing a case-based research strategy (Walsham, 1995b), the authors recognise the
exploratory nature of the research questions, the subjectivity and interpretive ﬂexibility of the
value concept, the context-speciﬁc nature of the phenomena investigated and the evolutionary
nature of value positions. Yin (1994) considers case-based research suitable for exploratory
studies and early theory development of the type undertaken within this study. Carroll &
Swatman (2000) outline broad organising perspectives for a case: a group of people, organisa-
tion, process or IS. Here, we study a group of local government managers with signiﬁcant re-
sponsibilities for digitalisation; instead of the more traditional narrative account, we offer
qualitative content analysis of managerial discourse captured by us and documented in conver-
sations and texts. Discourse is closely identiﬁed with social practice because of the implied re-
lationship between discursive events and the situations, institutions and social structures that
frame them. Discourse is both conditioned by social practices and constitutive of them (Wodak
& Fairclough, 2004).Research design
The research design can be characterised as an adaptation of the structured-pragmatic-
situational approach advocated by Pan & Tan (2011). They suggest two cycles (a framing cycle
and an augmenting cycle) comprising eight activities: access negotiation, conceptualising the
phenomenon, collecting and organising the initial data, constructing and extending the theoret-
ical lens, conﬁrming and validating data, selective coding, ensuring theory-data-model align-
ment and writing the case report. Figure 1 gives our adaptation.
Access was negotiated as part of the research project. The framing cycle consisted of three
activities: data collection and analysis, development of the value focus through literature studies
leading to an initial outline of the theoretical lens. The data collection procedure followed the
normative prescription of Fiedler (1978) for doing ﬁeldwork research of this nature. We collected
data from 10 of Denmark’s 98 local authorities (kommuner), covering all of the major regions.
The selection included small (population 40000) and large (315 000) authorities, rich and poor,
rural and urban and with both mature and immature e-Government provision. Semi-structured
interviews were conducted with the senior managers responsible for the digitalisation pro-
grams, the chief executive ofﬁcer (CEO), the chief information ofﬁcer (CIO) and the citizen ser-
vice manager (CSM): in total, 30 interviews of 1–1½h (Appendix 3). Interviews were conducted
face-to-face in a neutral setting to avoid disruption. The interview protocols (Appendix 4) had
open-ended questions focusing on their management practices, challenges, priorities, goals,
organisation, decisions, context and strategies related to ITand digitalisation in their municipal-
ity. This constituted a wide variety of material relating to managers’ ends-in-view and their con-
texts and cultural settings. Open-ended questions allowed us to explore managers’ values-in-
action through their evaluative (discourse-relative) statements (particularly those regarding
goals and objectives, the logic of decision-making and reasons for actions), rather than explicit
rationalised statements of what they value, which would inevitably take on a cautious and polit-
ical character. A backup descriptive questionnaire survey was also undertaken. The project© 2014 The Authors. Information Systems Journal published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd 25, 531–571
Figure 1. Research design (adapted from Pan & Tan (2011)).
544 J Rose et al.members undertook an initial qualitative and descriptive statistical analysis and prepared two
practice reports covering broad descriptions of the managers’ ends-in-view as described previ-
ously. As the value theme emerged, we conducted initial literature studies into the public admin-
istration and IS literature and prepared an initial sketch of the theoretical lens. The theoretical
sketch was compared with the results of the two practice reports, and initial reﬂections on the
framing cycle are published by Rose & Persson (2012).
In the deepening cycle, we collected additional material and learned from supplementary in-
vestigations, conducted detailed content analysis and developed the theoretical model. Addi-
tional material collected included the local authorities’ digitalisation strategy documents – the
formal declaration of the purposes and goals of the managers in the local authorities,
representing the espoused values of the managers. These facilitated the operation of the her-
meneutic circle – alternating between global (strategy document) and local (managers interview
responses) – and the principle of suspicion – do the espoused values of the strategy docu-
ments correspond to the values-in-action embedded in the interview responses (Schein,
2004)? Consideration of the subject–researcher interaction included an examination of uncon-
scious bias in the original questionnaire, whether the social construction of the interviews af-
fected the subsequent elicitation of values (it did slightly bias towards efﬁciency values).
Additional data were collected from ﬁve whole-day focus groups, six large seminar meetings
and internal work documents and many informal conversations. A feedback workshop was held
with representatives from the municipalities in which the emerging theoretical framework was
evaluated. An unusually high degree of contextualisation was available: seven action research
activities within the municipalities conducted by the project’s researchers – some aspects of
these are recorded in Rose et al. (2012). Great care was taken to ensure that the primary
and secondary data collected converged on similar ﬁndings (Jick, 1979), bearing in mind the
accumulated array of evidence. Content analysis (Krippendorff, 2004) of the transcribed inter-
views and IT strategy documents was conducted using NVivo (QSR International, Victoria,
Australia). Care was taken to operate the principal of dialogical reasoning by separating ﬁrst-order
concepts (ends-in-view as expressed by research subjects) from second-order concepts (the the-
oretically derived value concepts used by researchers to explain the patterning of the ﬁrst-order© 2014 The Authors. Information Systems Journal published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd 25, 531–571
Table 3. Relationships between value positions
Value
positions are Relationship Deﬁned by
Congruent Causal Achieving one value will inevitably give rise to another value
Prerequisite The achievement of one value initially requires the achievement of another
Side effect The pursuit of a value may additionally cause another value
Synergetic Two or more values are entangled in a mutually dependent achievement
Divergent Competing Values are in mutual opposition (often because they compete for ﬁnite resources)
Negating Achieving one value may end another value
Transformation One value may eventually turn into another value
Value paradigms for e-Government 545data) (Van Maanen, 2002). The content analysis identiﬁed evaluative statements pertaining to e-
Government value. Evaluative statements represent the subjects’ multiple interpretations:
discourse-relative (more or less transparent) statements about desirability and undesirability, or
what is good and bad (Fairclough 2003). Some statements explicate the desirable and undesir-
able, while others evaluate in terms of probability, comprehensibility, utility, frequency and so on
(Graham 2002). We used theoretical (second-order) codes for values and value positions derived
from the framing cycle, supplemented by open coding. Many ﬁrst-order codes were developed
around the four value positions, which closely reﬂect empirical statements, but these were simpli-
ﬁed and summarised by iteration with the theoretical material, to leave the theorised positions
parsimonious, concise and distinct. However, care was taken to respect the qualitative content
analysis tradition (working directly with the textual statements), and frequency analysis of
codes plays only a minor role in this study. Relationships (Table 3) were identiﬁed through
analysis of all cases of co-occurring value positions in the empirical data. Theory develop-
ment proceeded through abstraction and generalisation; ﬁrst, generalising from value con-
cepts to theory and then generalising from empirical description to theory (Lee &
Baskerville, 2003). Theoretical value concepts and relationships were reﬁned by multiple
iterations with the data using the principal of increasing parsimony – removing marginal
cases and merging similar types of relationships. Empirical quotations and examples in
the article represent key reference points in understanding patterns in the material.VALUE CONGRUENCE AND DIVERGENCE: LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN DENMARK
Danish digitalisation strategies have been ambitious, and Denmark consistently ranks among
the leading nations in e-Government, rated sixth for e-Government and 13th for e-participation
according to comparative studies carried out for the United Nations (UN, 2010). Local authori-
ties initiate and manage many e-Government projects within the strategies and frameworks de-
vised by central government as well as implementing centrally driven projects. Local authorities
are required to interact with a bewildering array of stakeholders, including several ministries
(predominantly those concerned with ﬁnance), parliamentary commissions (such as national
auditing, the technology committee and the data-monitoring committee), local authority organi-
sations (the association of local authorities and the local authorities’ IT association) and IT© 2014 The Authors. Information Systems Journal published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd 25, 531–571
546 J Rose et al.suppliers. The supplier market is now deregulated, and competitive tendering is partly enforced,
but KMD (formerly Kommunedata) (Local Authorities Data), the former monopoly supplier, re-
tains control over many central legacy systems. It follows that the municipality managers’ work
concerning e-Government is not simple. The top managers responsible for the digitalisation
programs include the CEO, the CIO and the CSM. They respond to a wide variety of demands,
initiatives and strategies, in a complex network of relationships (both internal and external), with
equally complex accountabilities. Managers must remain within frameworks established by law
and regulations, while responding to the demands of politicians and (less often) citizens. They
maintain and develop large portfolios of systems and services (and renew the IT infrastructure
they depend on) in cooperation with a variety of IT suppliers in a developing market. They man-
age digitalisation through a landscape of diverse specialisations, complexity, indifference and
occasional resistance or hostility.
The interviews with managers and IT strategy documents display all four value positions for
e-Government, where values are juxtaposed in both convergent and divergent ways. First, we
contextualised the value positions with examples from the empirical materials and explain
how these examples include evaluative statements that reﬂect speciﬁc value positions. Then,
we examined the relationships between value positions expressed by managers.Value positions of Danish managers
This section presents the four value positions for e-Government as held by top managers in
Danish local government. We analysed typical situations from the interviews that exemplify as-
pects of the framework summarised in Table 2. Examples were chosen to show the inherent
complexities of value positions in managing IT in a local government setting.
The professionalism ideal
The Danish local authority managers reﬂect the professionalism ideal by providing an inde-
pendent and consistent administration, governed by a rule system based on law, resulting in
the public record, which is the basis for accountability. In the following example, a CIO is con-
cerned that the governing rule system implemented with IT adheres to current legislation at all
times:
I’m very conscious that we must continuously focus on the legislation governing these IT sys-
tems … not many [IT] suppliers know what kind of task it is to report to the national archive…
they view personal data legislation as less important. They deﬁnitely don’t rank it with public
administration legislation even though it should be viewed as just as conclusive … (Interview
22, CIO)
The CIO refers to IT systems that supply the national archive with data and thus exemplify an
infrastructural framing of IT. The representative values (durability, equity, legality and account-
ability) go largely unchallenged; however, the example shows how IT suppliers may inadver-
tently threaten them, forcing the CIO to restate his professionalism ideal. The value position
is expressed through the evaluative statement ‘not many suppliers know what kind of task’,© 2014 The Authors. Information Systems Journal published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd 25, 531–571
Value paradigms for e-Government 547implying that knowing (how to represent the bureaucratic record in IT systems in accordance
with the law) is of high importance (valuable). ‘Should be viewed just as conclusive’ implies that
the professionalism ideal involves following all the legislation, not just a convenient subset. The
public ofﬁcial points out that he is in a better position to interpret the historical development of
law and its relationship with policy and to make sure that the IT infrastructure correctly em-
bodies this interpretation than the technology developers. He also implies that this may not hap-
pen without his vigilance.
The efﬁciency ideal
The Danish local authority managers demonstrate an enduring efﬁciency ideal for digitalisation
by focusing on providing lean and efﬁcient administration that minimises waste of public re-
sources. However, as with the other ideals, there are also challenges to the pursuit of efﬁciency.
One CEO engages with private IT suppliers and partners to ensure efﬁciency in the pursuit of
increased revenues:
they [IT suppliers and partners] know things about us they don’t always tell us: where we are
too expensive – where we are too stupid. In a really close collaboration they reveal more and
more about where we are stupid and ask “why don’t you do things in this way” so we can fo-
cus on it. We are very aware of the business case, because when a department wants a new
IT system there is no end to the potential beneﬁts – they can save four people. In the old
days, they used to say, ’it didn’t work out – in the end we couldn’t’. But now there’s a ﬁnal re-
port on the implementation – how did we achieve these things and where are the savings?
(Interview 23, CEO)
The example shows how a CEO values the business perspective of external suppliers, which
can help improve the organisation. The CEO implies that his administration is, in places, inefﬁ-
cient (expressed powerfully as ‘expensive’ and ‘stupid’) in contrast to the businesses the part-
ners are used to. The technological framing of IT is as automation (Zuboff, 1985) or a labour
substitution or productivity tool (Orlikowski & Iacono, 2001): in this example to ‘save four peo-
ple’. The CEO notes that departments may argue for new IT systems based on the efﬁciency
ideal but not deliver the expected value for money. Thus, he is ‘very aware of the business case’
(a managerial tool adopted from the private sector and equated with a focus on efﬁciency) to
enforce the productivity framing of their IT systems all the way to organisational implementation,
where ‘the savings’ need to be reported explicitly.
The service ideal
The Danish local government authorities reﬂect a service ideal for IT and digitalisation that in-
volves maximising the utility of government to civil society by providing services directed to-
wards the public good. An example of the service ideal is shown by a CEO’s focus on citizen
centricity:
Internally, a huge amount of work involves trying to put oneself in the positions of users, pol-
iticians, and citizens. … Before, we had had an inside-out perspective – from our own world,
our own belly button. Now we try to get an outside-in perspective and see what actual© 2014 The Authors. Information Systems Journal published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd 25, 531–571
548 J Rose et al.requirements and wishes are coming from the outside. That is not something you just do
overnight, but I think we have come a long way in the IT department with employees and
managers increasingly trying to understand what the external requirements are. Schools,
for example, are not just full of complainers; it really is important to them that their exams
in May take place electronically. (Interview 29, CEO)
The CEO presents the service ideal for e-Government as a matter of achieving an ‘outside-in
perspective’ within the IT department to understand user needs to obtain a ﬁrmer grasp of the
public good. The important beneﬁciaries are ‘users, politicians, and citizens’ who should be ser-
viced according to their ‘actual requirements and wishes’ rather than the municipal managers’
and employees’ ‘inside-out perspective’. The IT department should understand themselves not
just as technical specialists but as service enablers within (for example) the municipal schools
and service providers for external stakeholders such as citizens. The provision of standardised
national testing electronically, over the schools’ networks and computers, illustrates the techno-
logical framing of IT as an information-processing tool (Orlikowski & Iacono, 2001). IT extends
the range, availability and quality of service for citizens (in this case, school children). The
CEO emphasises the role of the IT department’s managers and employees in realising the
values of citizen centricity, service level and quality in collaboration with other service areas
such as the schools in the municipality.The engagement ideal
The Danish local authority managers display a concern for the engagement ideal for
digitalisation in accordance with liberal democratic principles. The need to engage with civil so-
ciety is reﬂected by a CIO:
… every municipality offers the same electronic solutions for self service and so forth. We
emphasise the things that are special in our municipality, and the citizen involvement part,
which is different from nearby municipalities. We talk a lot about involvement and want to
make a website – actually not just one but a complex of things - where our digital commu-
nication meets the citizen where the citizen is. That is, not on [municipality].dk, or borger.
dk [the standardised municipal and national portals, Ed], but all kinds of strange places.
Then we want to present them with something that is relevant to our local citizens. (Inter-
view 28, CIO)
The CIO approaches ITand digitalisation as an opportunity to support ‘citizen involvement’ by
deliberative interactions with the public: ‘digital citizen communication’. The technological frame
is conceptualised as networking facilitation with multiple access points, ‘a complex of things’
that enables communicative interaction between governments and citizens. Technology is
recognised as a medium for social relations (Orlikowski & Iacono, 2001) – ‘where the citizen
is’. The communication should be citizen-driven, where the criteria are of relevance to the citi-
zen (rather than following the municipality’s agenda); this may create engagement through
shared interests and collaborative processes.© 2014 The Authors. Information Systems Journal published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd 25, 531–571
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The four value positions for e-Government were not only evident among the local government
ofﬁcials and IT strategy documents as individual ideals but often also mutually related in differ-
ent ways. Value positions could be congruent or divergent.
Congruent value relationships
Value positions were often presented as congruent, involving positive mutual reinforcement ef-
fects. The value relationships could be causal, a prerequisite, a side effect or synergetic. The
causal relation implies that achieving one value will inevitably give rise to another value. For ex-
ample, the service improvements that make citizens’ lives easier, followed by citizen engage-
ment (in the limited sense that they begin to use the services offered to them), will lead to
citizens serving themselves (instead of being served by the public administration). This will in-
evitably (but through largely unspeciﬁed mechanisms) lead to resource savings for the admin-
istration (administrative efﬁciency). One CIO causally relates citizen centricity and efﬁciency
improvement in this way:
I strongly believe that sometimes thinking of the citizens makes it easier for us. That is, if it (IT
systems) becomes better for the citizen, it becomes easier for us. We try to maintain this in
the vision for our digitalisation strategy. (Interview 4, CIO)
Another congruent relation is the prerequisite, the assumption that the achievement of one
value initially requires the fulﬁlment of another. The prerequisite relation between engagement
and service ideals is assumed in an IT strategy document:
Citizen involvement (the engagement ideal) and self-service are a prerequisite for under-
standing external (citizen) demand, and thus being able to respond with integrated services
(the service ideal), (Aabenraa, strategy document)
In this IT strategy document, another prerequisite relation is that administrative efﬁciency is
necessary (in times of retrenchment) (1) in order to maintain the present level of service, or
(2) to concentrate resources on weaker citizens or (3) because public sector resources should
be focused on personal service and care (the opposite of providing services online).
The congruent relationship as a side effect implies that the pursuit of a value may additionally
invoke another value. In one example, a CSM (Interview 24) argues that IT costs money in the
short-term but leads to rationalisation (the efﬁciency ideal) – it might (or should) also have some
service improvement beneﬁts (through an unspeciﬁed mechanism).
The synergetic variant of the congruent relation is that two or more values are entangled in a
mutually dependent achievement. A CIO claims a synergetic relation between the service and
efﬁciency ideals in a case of IT as automation and service improvement:
it’s both better for the citizen and for the administration that they can order a health insurance
card on the net. The citizen can do it when and where they choose (the service ideal)
whereas the kommune reduces its administration costs (the efﬁciency ideal). Both sides ben-
eﬁt. (Interview 4, CIO)© 2014 The Authors. Information Systems Journal published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd 25, 531–571
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Value positions were at times presented as divergent – involving negative mutual effects
through the relationships competing, negating and transforming. Competing relationships as-
sume opposition between values – often because their implementation involves competition
for ﬁnite resources. Such competing relations among value positions may be associated with
intergroup relations in the organisation, personifying the efﬁciency ideal on one side and the
professionalism and service ideal on the other side, as in this example:
Central administration emphasises savings (efﬁciency ideal) through automation, whereas
the various local authorities emphasise ’soft’ values: quality and service (service ideal). Sav-
ings mean organisational change – but it’s a lot easier to turn on a new IT system than to
change people’s work routines - or ﬁre them (Frederikshavn, strategy document)
This IT strategy suggests that digitalisation beneﬁts should focus either on raising quality or
on cost savings – the implication being that you do not obtain both at the same time. New IT
systems, it further argues, should have a business case with a cost-beneﬁt analysis, but even
systems targeted at service improvements need to be justiﬁed by a cost-beneﬁt analysis. Ex-
ceptions are systems that are mandated by change in the law or the leadership. In this example,
the primary role of IT is as automation (efﬁciency ideal), and service enabling IT is also justiﬁed
through the efﬁciency ideal. The infrastructural role of IT (professionalism ideal – keeping up
with the law) is here presented as an unavoidable commitment, even if it does not result in cost
savings.
The negating relationship implies that achieving one value may cancel out another value. A
CSM argues that the professionalism ideal of (legality in ensuring data protection) negates their
opportunity to rationalise in accordance with the efﬁciency ideal:
it’s a dilemma - we want to rationalise as much as possible, but some limitations make it im-
possible……the data protection act is a good example of that. (Interview 24, CSM)
In another example, a CIO (Interview 19) argues that providing transparent case information
and improving service levels and engagement negate administrative efﬁciency by generating
many additional enquiries from citizens that administrators need to respond to. Thus, IT net-
working facilitating deliberation (engagement ideal) is seen as undermining the performance
values of the efﬁciency ideal.
In the transformation variant of divergent relationships, one value may eventually turn into an-
other value. For example, a CEO (Interview 20) states that one service improvement concerns
access of basic information to pupils in schools – both children and their parents can see class
schemas, and student action plans, or even receive an SMS reminding them of a parents’meet-
ing. This can turn into an efﬁciency saving if parents stop ringing and writing to the school for
information and download it themselves. Here, a service ideal for the IT system transforms into
an efﬁciency ideal.
Value relationships summarised
Table 3 summarises distinct relationships among value positions in the empirical data.© 2014 The Authors. Information Systems Journal published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd 25, 531–571
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We argue value positions in terms of the cultural traditions they reﬂect, the central values that
are embedded in those traditions, an overall mission or aim and the vision of how IT should
be deployed in furthering the mission (frame). We also identify two fundamental relationships
for value positions, congruent and divergent. Figure 2 shows a representation of this model in
the e-Government area. Four distinct value positions for e-Government were deﬁned in Table 2.
The professionalism ideal is rooted in Weberian bureaucracy that has been securing the digital
record at the heart of its mission and understands IT as the infrastructure for modern govern-
ment. The efﬁciency ideal focuses on rationalisation, the streamlining of government through
automation with information technology. The service ideal aims to maximise the utility of gov-
ernment for its citizens by the provision of electronic services. Finally, the engagement ideal
promotes policy deliberation with citizens, using the communicative and networking potential
of IT. We distinguish four congruent relationships (causal, prerequisite, side effect and syner-
getic) and three divergent relationships (competing, negating and transformation).
Because many values can be related to many other values in many different ways, the model
carries the implication that value positions in public management may be complex. Values
(ends-in-view) are all understood as positive – desirable goals. However, accommodating differ-
ent values in an e-Government initiative may imply many trade-offs and compromises, espe-
cially where the means of achieving those goals is IT – which is expensive to install, maintainFigure 2. Value positions and relationships for e-Government.
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archives, focusing on citizen security and implementing legal changes is professionally neces-
sary but does not necessarily carry any efﬁciency gain – it may just be expensive and unavoid-
able. Providing e-services that improve the experience of government for citizens and
businesses is also expensive; these may also provide an efﬁciency gain but usually only where
accompanying organisational changes are made and other channels closed. E-services that
are built on top of legacy systems in an ad hoc way pose security threats and architectural chal-
lenges and may compromise the bureaucratic ideal. Extensive implementation of e-services
and e-participation may privilege digital natives and compromise the equity value. Engaging
with citizens and non-governmental organisations is expensive in many ways besides the pro-
vision of suitable IT systems and may slow down the decision-making process in government.
The outcome may be an increase in social capital, a form of capital that is difﬁcult to accommo-
date with our current understanding of the efﬁciency ideal. Managing and prioritising different
goals may involve unavoidable speculation about what may happen in the future, especially if
one desirable end is consequent upon another or if the beneﬁt is dependent on a widespread
public take-up of the change. The model thus opens up many value-prioritisation questions
for discussion.DISCUSSION
Values and the public administration literature
In this article, we further consider value studies by focusing on a less-developed aspect of the
value concept: overall purpose or ends-in-view. Ends-in-view are those states or behaviours
held valuable, and this focus allows a coupling to more common managerial terms: visions, mis-
sions, purposes, goals and objectives. Following this logic, values form the enduring socially
agreed backdrop for purposive action, explaining why managers may prefer one course of ac-
tion to others. In this pragmatist setting, values are not moral absolutes but emergent, situation-
ally adjusted juxtapositions of means and ends. This focus complements an investigation of
values as characterisations of the ethos of the public sector (Van Wart, 1998; Jørgensen &
Bozeman, 2007), or of a particular trend in public sector management (Hood, 1991), or as eth-
ical principles (Dobel, 2007). It aligns with current discussions of public value (Moore, 1995) and
their application in e-Government (Cordella & Bonina, 2012), in as much as the values en-
grained in managerial cultures in the public sector cannot be disentangled from managers’ ef-
forts to discover and pursue public value. Some of the public administration literature discussed
in this article is both normative and contentious: asserting which values managers should strive
towards while promoting value positions, which are clearly in disagreement with other trends
and contributions. The fundamental disagreements in this literature make it surprising that
many researchers adopt a congruent view of values (Hood, 1991; Bannister, 2002; Dobel,
2007) – harmonious taxonomies and categorisation schemes where values are assumed to
be compatible. This is possibly enabled by a pronounced tendency to discuss values without
any empirical frame of reference. We incorporate more recent understandings of the value land-
scape as contentious and competing (Van Der Wal & van Hout, 2009; Rutgers, 2008) and© 2014 The Authors. Information Systems Journal published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd 25, 531–571
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normative, analysing the complexity of the value landscape that managers must negotiate and
the difﬁculties that may result, without taking a stand on which of the values should predomi-
nate. It lies in the nature of the value concept that each value and value positions is, individually,
held desirable; however, it is less clear that all values supplement all other values or that value
confusion translates into successful e-Government initiatives.Values and the e-Government literature
The study of value in the e-Government context differs from the wider discussion in the public
administration literature. Ends-in-view in e-Government are implemented with information tech-
nologies, which tie e–Government values to assumptions about what IT can or should do: tech-
nology frames. It is easy to understand how IT should promote the efﬁciency ideal (this is a
common mantra of politicians who expect the implementation of IT in government to reduce
budget deﬁcits by automating manual tasks). It is harder to understand how IT should support
the public sector values of personal integrity and honesty suggested by Jørgensen & Bozeman
(2007). These considerations distinguish public administration value studies from e-
Government studies and make it logical to ground accounts of e-Government values in a theo-
retical understanding of what technology achieves in the public sector – in our case, the (fairly
typical) understanding of Snellen (2007). We supplement his work, however, by adding an infra-
structural frame for IT associated with the bureaucratic ideal. The relationship between value
and IT is acknowledged by Bannister & Connolly (2014) as they estimate which public sector
values IT is likely to impact and to what degree. Rather than adopt their approach of grounding
their work in previous categorisation schemes of values, we choose the complementary strat-
egy of Persson & Goldkuhl (2010) and root our work in major theoretical traditions of the public
administration literature. However, our analysis of these traditions is updated to include devel-
opments in the last 15 years, and we advance the argument of value divergence (which is only
hinted at in their work) and theorise both congruent and divergent values.Relationship to IS
The most common approach to understanding IT success and failure in the IS literature has
been the factor approach. Factor approaches suggest causal relationships between
organisational conditions, which are present or absent, and outcomes such as success or
failure. The study of managerial values suggests an alternative approach, which is rooted
in the way IT initiatives are socially constructed. Technological frames (Orlikowski & Gash,
1994) articulate the expectation that stakeholders construct for what IT will accomplish.
Studying how technological frames are incorporated in value positions offers insight into
how managerial objectives for IT initiatives are constructed. Another simpliﬁed causal rela-
tionship that is often assumed in the e-Government value literature is IT impact – the imple-
mentation of IT systems causes positive impacts on values such as efﬁciency (Bannister &
Connolly, 2014). The current study aligns better with structurational and socio-material
accounts of technology – technology is both constituted by social practice and constitutes
social practice (Orlikowski, 2000; 2007).© 2014 The Authors. Information Systems Journal published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd 25, 531–571
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Factor studies indicate that managers have an important role to play in the success of e-
Government initiatives, particularly with respect to support, leadership, clarity of vision and
the development of shared common objectives. The research indicates that the creation, artic-
ulation and maintenance of common purpose and direction are managerial responsibilities,
which are often neglected. However, few studies to date have focused on why this might be
complex to achieve. Our empirical analysis demonstrates a complex picture of legitimate
values, positions and relationships not revealed in previous studies. All the value positions we
theorise were evident in the managers’ discourse. However, the analysis also revealed com-
plexity: value positions were related in both congruent and divergent ways. Some values were
perceived as synergistic, and others as being in conﬂict with each other. For managers, value
complexity may lead to difﬁculties in articulating personal values and formulating policies and
strategies, which display consistent values. Policies and strategies may be constrained by par-
ticular technology frames – for instance, the assumption that the primary role of technology is to
improve administrative efﬁciency. Value complexity also implies colleagues and other stake-
holders with different value positions and a need to appreciate and accommodate their legiti-
mate perspectives. It may also make it difﬁcult to maintain a common focus and commitment
during IT implementations and to target the realisation of appropriate beneﬁts after
implementation.CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we posed the research questions:
How can the values of public sector managers with respect to e-Government initiatives be
theorised?
How are these values related?
In response, we identiﬁed four major value positions in e-Government derived from the public
administration literature and incorporated managerial perceptions of IS. These were
summarised in Table 2. We established that these positions could be found in managers’ dis-
course through empirical analysis. In addition, the empirical analysis helped us to provide a pre-
cise characterisation of the relationships between values and between value positions, which
can be found in Table 3. Figure 2 combines these theoretical contributions in a summary model
of value positions and relationships. Managers carry much of the responsibility for the success
of e-Government initiatives, and the study explains the value complexity that they must negoti-
ate in order to lead effectively. The contributions of the article are as follows:
• to develop a new perspective of values as ends-in-view, thus linking them to the goals and
objectives of e-Government initiatives;
• to root e-Government values in major trends in public administration theory;
• to argue for distinct, internally consistent value positions in the light of those trends;
• to integrate relevant assumptions about the purposes and uses of IT systems in the value
positions;© 2014 The Authors. Information Systems Journal published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd 25, 531–571
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responsibility for e-Government;
• to illustrate value complexity by demonstrating that value positions can exhibit both congruence
and divergence in the perceptions of managers; and
• to specify different types of congruence and divergence.
Our work has several limitations. We focus on managers, but other important stakeholders
also have related value positions. Value complexity also involves the study of the value posi-
tions of street-level government employers, IT providers, businesses, voluntary organisations,
citizens and politicians. It is also possible to connect the perception of value more directly to civil
society expectations and levels of satisfaction than we have attempted. Discussions of value in
public administration can and perhaps should be connected to politics, but we have not had this
focus. We accept that researchers may observe other relevant value positions and relationships
in public sector organisations, in addition to the managerial positions theorised here. The Dan-
ish context may not be generalisable to other national contexts, particularly those with very dif-
ferent administrative traditions or those at different stages of technological development. Public
administration theories do not provide deep insights into the relationship between public sector
values and the technologies used to implement them; work remains to be done in this area. A
further limitation is that our study and method do not focus on drawing causal inferences – the
argument that managers’ formulations of purpose have an impact on the success of
e-Government initiatives is based on the work of earlier researchers and not directly
investigated here.Implications for research
E-Government researchers may use the framework to analyse many kinds of empirical situa-
tions involving purposeful action and to generate multifaceted accounts of purpose that go be-
yond simple efﬁciency and transformation rhetoric. They may like to broaden and deepen our
account of value positions and investigate them from the perspectives of other relevant stake-
holder groups. They may also incorporate our contributions into normative accounts of how to
design and manage large IT projects in the public sector. IS researchers may transfer and adapt
the model of values, positions and relationships to account for many managerial complexities in
working with IS strategy development, strategy alignment, business cases, project manage-
ment and beneﬁts realisation. The work can also serve to familiarise IS researchers with theory
trends from public administration, which are appropriate for many IS studies with in a public sec-
tor context. Many new research avenues are opened. Future research directions may include
the following:
• the value positions of other relevant e-Government stakeholders;
• value positions and relationships in the formation of goals for IS projects and their transformation
during projects;
• the interaction of value positions and technology frames – how do managers’ perceptions of
technology possibilities affect their value positions (their ends-in-view) and vice versa?© 2014 The Authors. Information Systems Journal published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd 25, 531–571
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of projects (one hypothesis may be that value divergence among major stakeholders has a
negative effect on project outcomes);
• how value complexity in IS projects may be managed to maximise the chances of success;
and
• whether value complexity in private sector organisations resembles that of public organisations
or whether there are different organising principles?Implications for practice
The central implication of the study of value complexity will be how managers can address the
many issues of purpose and scope that prove difﬁcult in IT initiatives, contributing to the poor
record of outcomes in this area. Working with value positions can help in the design and eval-
uation of projects that provide multiple favourable outcomes for major stakeholder groups –
win–win situations. Managers focused on budgets, with a traditional view of IT as automation
can use our formulations to help balance their goals and objectives and develop complemen-
tary understandings of the uses of IT. They may also seek to balance their own value traditions
with political expectations. Our contributions can be used as a sensitising device to help under-
stand the goals of other stakeholders or contribute to problem analysis in failing projects. It may
be used as a building block in the development of project evaluation and beneﬁts realisation. It
may also help expose empty rhetoric in the formulation of goals and objectives, or the careless
juxtaposition of divergent values, and help make explicit limited or stereotypical assumptions
about the uses of IT. Many of these issues also have societal implications: politicians are
responsible, in the last resort, for policy decisions concerning the use of technology in public
organisations and their communities for assessing whether these policies are acceptable.
These functions help determine the value landscape in e-Government and involve the reconci-
liation of many conﬂicting value positions through political choice. Thus, for managers respon-
sible for e-Government programmes, working with values may help to
• articulate their own value positions and relate them to values embedded in e-Government
policies and strategies;
• understand how assumptions about the nature and use of IT might inﬂuence the formulation
of policies and strategies;
• understand inherent tensions and trade-offs in the goals and objectives of initiatives caused
by value divergence;
• understand and work with the value positions of other e-Government stakeholders;
• fashion initiatives that respond to the value positions of multiple stakeholders, thus increasing
their chances of success;
• select e-Government initiatives, which respond in a balanced way to multiple value positions
as part of a portfolio;
• maintain and promote a clear articulation of purpose during the implementation of initiatives
as a way of ensuring continuing commitment; and
• deﬁne and realise targeted beneﬁts after implementation.© 2014 The Authors. Information Systems Journal published by John Wiley & Sons Ltd 25, 531–571
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PUBLIC ADMINISTRA
Reference Title Value conceptualisat
(Hood,
1991)
A public management
for all seasons?
Keep it lean and purpos
(focusing on efﬁcient
resource use).
Keep it honest and fair
(focusing on due proces
objectivity and administr
professionalism).
Keep it robust and resilie
(focusing on reliability an
adaptivity).
(Dobel,
2007)
Public management
as ethics
Foundational values
recognise public instituti
as trusts and managers
stewards; ensure the lon
term, and the inclusive
commons are addressed
deliberation and decision
demand competence to
serve those who rely up
public management; fram
decisions by law and
authorised policy; dema
good information for de
making; create accurate
durable records; build d
and competent institution
capacity; impartially ser
citizens’; address efﬁcie
and waste as part of
stewardship.
New Public Managemen
additional values actively
seek better means of se
performance; respond to
citizens’ concerns with c
© 2014 The Authors. Information SystemsYin, R.K. (1994) Case Study Research, Design and
Methods, 2nd edn. Sage, London.
Yu, C.-C. (2007) A value-based strategic management
process for e-Government strategy planning and
performance control. In: ICEGOV 2007 (1st International
Conference on Theory and Practice of Electronic
Governance), Janowski, T. and Pardo, T.A. (eds.),
pp. 169–178, ACM Press, Macao.
Zuboff, S. (1985) Automate informate - the 2 faces of intel-
ligent technology. Organizational Dynamics, 14, 4–18.ALUE CONCEPTUALISATIONS IN THE
TION LITERATURE
ion
Purpose of
conceptualisation
Value-structuring
principles
eful Identiﬁcation of doctrinal
content of public
administration, especially
New Public Management.
Standard of success and
failure, currency of
success and failure.
s,
ative
nt
d
ons
as
g-
via
s;
on
e
nd
cision-
urable
al
ve ‘all
nt use
Categorisation of ethical
issues in public
management.
Set of basic values
shared by all, with
additional values
promoted by New
Public Management and
liberal democracy.
t:
rvice
are
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Reference Title Value conceptualisation
Purpose of
conceptualisation
Value-structuring
principles
and timeliness; ensure that
equity and long-term
considerations are
addressed in public decision-
making; work to create
organisations that integrate
multiple voices in their
deliberations; be effective
and work within the
constraints of law and
process to achieve
measurable and real
outcomes; gain strong
resource and political support
for sustainable programmes;
work across sectors to
address complex multisector
problems.
Liberal democracy: additional
values require maximum
transparency; require public
reasons for actions; seek
inclusive participation and
engage with the diversity of
society; maximise citizen
participation; engage
and respond to citizen
deliberations; respect
citizens and honour
rights in treatment and
process.
(Jørgensen
& Bozeman,
2007)
Public
values
Accountability, adaptability,
advocacy, altruism,
balancing interests,
benevolence, business-like
approach, citizen involvement,
citizens’ self-development,
collective choice, common
good, competitiveness,
compromise, continuity,
cooperation, democracy,
dialogue, effectiveness,
efﬁciency, employees’ self-
development, enthusiasm,
equal treatment, equity,
ethical consciousness,
fairness, friendliness, good
working environment,
honesty, human dignity,
impartiality, innovation,
integrity, justice, legality,
listening to public opinion,
local governance, majority
rule, moral standards,
Inventory of public values
with categorisation and
discussion of clustering.
Organisation by
categories: 1. The public
sector’s contribution to
society (the public
interest, common good
and sustainability).
2. The transformation of
interests to decisions
(majority rule, democracy
and local governance).
3. The relationship
between public
administration and
politicians (political
loyalty, accountability
and responsiveness).
4. The relationship
between public
administration and its
environment (openness,
secrecy and neutrality).
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Reference Title Value conceptualisation
Purpose of
conceptualisation
Value-structuring
principles
neutrality, openness,
parsimony, political loyalty,
professionalism, protection of
individual rights, protection of
minorities, productivity, public
interest, reasonableness,
regime dignity, regime loyalty,
regime stability, reliability,
responsiveness, risk
readiness, robustness, rule of
law, secrecy, shareholder
value, social cohesion,
stability, sustainability,
timeliness, user democracy,
user orientation, voice of the
future and will of the people.
5. Intra-organisational
aspects of public
administration.
(Rutgers,
2008)
Sorting out public
values? On the
contingency of value
classiﬁcation in public
administration
Accountability, accuracy,
anonymity, career mobility,
centralisation, competence,
continuity, cost control,
creativity, decentralisation,
democracy, deregulation, duty,
effectiveness, efﬁciency,
division of ofﬁces, equality,
ethical conduct, experienced,
fair compensation, fairness,
ﬂexibility, generalist, honour,
humility, integrity, legitimacy,
loyalty, managerial discretion,
merit, ministerial responsibility,
mobility, modesty, necessity,
neutrality, not be rash, not
falsify decrees, non-
partisanship, performance,
pluralist, plurality, prestige,
productivity, quality, quick,
reliability, representativeness,
responsibility, responsiveness,
sense of vocation, sense of
service, social equity,
specialisation, superiority,
systematisation, trained,
truthful, uniformity, viability,
visibility, wise, worker health,
worker safety, capacity, care,
commitment, compliance,
courteous, customer friendly,
devotion, diligence, discretion,
disinterested, duty not to go on
strike, duty to advise, duty to
remonstrate, exclusiveness,
factuality, impartiality, justness,
leadership, legality, obedience,
objectivity, secrecy, openness,
Attempt to derive
principles for ordering
categories.
Clustering, relationships,
classes, elucidation of
’core’ need for theoretical
underpinning and
competing values.
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(Continues)
Reference Title Value conceptualisation
Purpose of
conceptualisation
Value-structuring
principles
professionalism, promptness,
respectability, secrecy,
selﬂessness, sympathetic and
transparency.
APPENDIX 2. VALUE CONCEPTUALISATIONS IN THE E-GOVERNMENT
LITERATURE
Reference Title Value conceptualisation
Purpose of
conceptualisation
Value-structuring
principles
(Bannister,
2002)
Citizen centricity: a
model of IS value in
public administration
Foundational - An agreed model for IT
development consistent
with current thinking in
public administration.
- A taxonomy.
Positive cost beneﬁt, cost
savings/reduced headcount,
avoid future costs, positive
return on investment,
positive net present value,
risk reduction, greater staff
efﬁciency, better control/
reduction in fraud and
waste, increase in capacity/
throughput, mandatory.
- Citizens have different
roles.
- Category, values and
core values supported.
Policy formulation.
Better management
information and support
for decisions.
Democratic.
Citizen access to information,
transparency, ﬂexibility and
policy alignment.
Service.
Good service to the customer,
good service to the citizen
and meeting public demands.
Internal.
Improved staff morale,
improved internal
communications, improved
ability to attract staff, better
staff retention, more motivated
staff, empowering staff
and greater staff creativity.
External.
Keeping abreast of the private
sector, having a good public
image, keeping abreast of
other administrations and
matching other external
benchmarks.
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Reference Title Value conceptualisation
Purpose of
conceptualisation
Value-structuring
principles
(Bonina &
Cordella,
2009)
Public sector reforms
and the notion of
’Public Value’:
implications for
eGovernment
deployment.
’Managerial’ public values. - Questions the overall
impact e-Government
initiatives may have on
governments’ ability to
deliver social and
economic outcomes
that correspond
to citizens’ expectations
(public values).
- Proposes a framework
that distinguishes
between clusters of
public values: those that
are related to managerial
practices and those
related to democratic
values.
Efﬁciency, effectiveness and
performance of tasks.
’Democratic’ public values.
Equity, fairness and honesty.
- The clusters are based
on the typology of
administrative values
identiﬁed by Hood
(1991). Drawing on the
sigma values, which
assign priority to
economy and parsimony
and the theta values,
which relate to honesty
and fairness. (They do
not include lambda
values, which relate to
security and ﬂexibility).
(Castelnovo
&
Simonetta,
2007)
The evaluation of
e-Government projects
for small local
government
organisation
Quality of service. - Evaluation of e-
Government projects in
small Italian municipalities.
- A literature review.
Service availability,
satisfaction level with
services, importance of
services offered, fairness of
service provision and cost.
- An approach to the
concept of public value that
is citizen-centred and role-
based, so that we can
distinguish between
different aspects of public
value on the basis of the
different roles citizens can
have in their interaction with
public administration.
Roles.
Citizen as citizen, taxpayer,
user/consumer, beneﬁciary,
entrepreneur, participant,
policy maker, operator,
delegate, agent and supplier.
(Chircu,
2008)
E-government
evaluation: Towards a
multidimensional
framework
Financial value. - An evaluation framework. - A value (+/) x
stakeholder table for e-
Government evaluation.
Cost, time and labour
savings to maintain current
service levels, avoidance of
cost increases to provide
improved service levels.
- Proposes a framework
for identifying, analysing,
communicating and
managing e-Government
value in a more objective
and comprehensive
fashion.
- Each of the three value
dimensions and seven
stakeholder types has a
number of supporting
articles.
Social value.
Effective government service
delivery, information
dissemination, public good
creation and
resource allocation.
Political value.
Enablement of democracy,
transparency, accountability,
social justice and liberty.
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Reference Title Value conceptualisation
Purpose of
conceptualisation
Value-structuring
principles
(Esteves &
Joseph,
2008)
A comprehensive
framework for the
assessment of
e-Government
projects
- A comprehensive
framework for assessing
e-Government projects
after implementation.
- Three dimensional
framework (maturity
level, stakeholders and
assessment levels).
Strategic dimension.
Objectives and risk
management.
Technology dimension.
Integration and accessibility.
Organisational dimension. - The framework is
based on the existing
knowledge of
e-Government initiatives
and constructs from the
socio-technical model
(Bostrom & Heinen,
1977) and the Strategy/
Technology/Organization/
People/Environment
(STOPE)
model (Bakry, 2004).
Structure and culture.
Economic dimension.
Return on investment,
cost/beneﬁts and sustainability.
Operational dimension
Functionality and efﬁciency.
Services dimension.
Information services,
interactive services and
integrated services.
(Flak et al.,
2009)
What is the value of
e-Government – and
how can we actually
realise it?
The paper proposes that a
structured way of deﬁning
public sector values will
make it easier to design
e- Government projects in a
way that makes the value
of them easier to assess.
- Argues that the concept
of value in relation to
e-Government is
insufﬁciently discussed
and deﬁned in the e-
Government literature.
- N/A
(Foley,
2005)
The real beneﬁts,
beneﬁciaries and
value of
e-Government
Beneﬁts for government,
which are primarily based
around efﬁciency gains
obtained by ICT. Beneﬁts
for users, for example
citizens and businesses.
Argues that little
consideration has been
given to methods for
evaluating all costs,
beneﬁts and beneﬁciaries.
- States that beneﬁt
usually can be divided
into the two proposed
groups.
(The author is therefore
working on such a method)
(Grimsley
& Meehan,
2008)
Attaining social value
from electronic
government
(Focus on social value) - A social value
framework supporting
evaluation and attainment
of the broader socio-
political and socio-
economic goals that
characterise many
electronic government
initiatives.
- A ‘multinomial logistic
model’.Public value: collective
social outcomes.
Trust: citizens’ trust in service
providers in contributing
to community well-being.
- Focus on social value
(how to describe it
quantitatively).
Engagement: peoples’
willingness to recommend
the service to others.
- Supporting quantitative
measures.
(Kim &
Kim, 2003)
South Korean public
ofﬁcials’ perceptions
of values, failure,
and consequences of
failure in e-government
leadership
Organisational learning
model.
- Create a more
inclusive and
comprehensive
approach to measuring
e-Government value
and effectiveness
- A competing values
approach
Agency autonomy,
human capital investment
and end user focus.
- Two-level
conceptualisation
Digital democracy model
Data sharing, access
to public information
and citizen
participation.
- Analyse government
ofﬁcials’ perceptions of
e-Government
values and failures
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Reference Title Value conceptualisation
Purpose of
conceptualisation
Value-structuring
principles
as well as
their views on the
consequences of failure
Information
security mode.
Internal operation focus,
security and privacy.
Cost-efﬁciency model.
Cost efﬁciency,
centralised
implementation,
standardisation and
one-stop service.
(Liu et al.,
2008)
e-Government project
evaluation: an
integrated framework
Financial value, social value,
operational (foundational)
value, strategic
(political) value.
- An integrated
framework for
evaluating and
assessing the
value of e-Government
projects.
- Integration of six public
value frameworks.
- A ‘value cube’ including
the value categories,
goal areas and
stakeholders.
- An object class diagram
of the value assessment
framework components
including values, key
performance indicators,
key performance areas
and strategic goal areas.
(Persson &
Goldkuhl,
2010)
Government value
paradigms -
bureaucracy, New
Public Management,
and e-Government
Traditional bureaucracy - A lens through
which a case study
of e-Government is
analysed.
- A dialectical structure
where bureaucracy is
the thesis, New Public
Management the anti-
thesis and e-
Government the practical
synthesis.
Legitimacy, rule of law,
application of detailed
rules, efﬁciency,
effectiveness, equality,
legality, impartiality,
objectivity, transparency,
accountability, high
specialisation and
citizen as subordinate
to the administration.
- Find a better
description of what
the practical
incarnations of
e-Government are
and how this can
be related to the
previous paradigms
of bureaucracy and
New Public Management.
New public management.
Customer orientation,
decentralisation, mission
and goal orientation,
improved accountability for
results, improved responsibility
to address client needs, focus
on cost efﬁciency, focus on
productivity, shift from idea of
spending to earning,
introducing market
mechanisms, competition,
incentivisation, introducing a
higher degree of ﬂexibility
and discretion, empowerment
of street-level bureaucrats,
deregulation as reform
strategy, pushing control
from hierarchy of
(Continues)
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Reference Title Value conceptualisation
Purpose of
conceptualisation
Value-structuring
principles
bureaucracies to
community, preventive and
proactive approach rather
than reactive and curing,
and separating policy
formulation from
implementation.
(Prakash
et al.,
2009)
A conceptual
framework for
measuring public
value of enterprise
applications
Constituent service - A new multidimensional
public value
measurement that can be
applied for assessing the
impact of enterprise
applications in the public
sector and government
organisations.
- Literature survey on IS
business value, public
value of IS and value of
enterprise applications.
• number of deﬁned
service levels.
• service quality (using
the servqual framework).
• uptake of services
(volume of service
transactions).
Productivity.
• value estimates for
common functions
such as ﬁnance,
HR and materials.
• value estimates for
organisation or business-
speciﬁc/department-speciﬁc
functions such as oil
exploration, citizen service
and works management.
Political consideration.
• individual impact –
recognition, career
progression and learning
and challenge.
• organisational impact –
transparency and image.
(Scott
et al.,
2009)
Understanding net
beneﬁts: a citizen-
based perspective on
eGovernment
success
E-government success
measures of net beneﬁts.
- Aims to understand
what citizens regard as
important in the success
of e-Government services.
and what aspects of IT
quality affect e-
Government success.
- Preparation for a
quantitative survey.
- Based on the DeLone &
McLean IS success
model and a review of
the e-Government
literature.
Cost, time, communication,
avoid personal interaction,
control, convenience,
personalisation, ease of
information retrieval, trust,
well-informedness and
participation in decision-
making.
E-government goals.
More efﬁcient services and
improved democracy.
(Steyaert,
2004)
Measuring the
performance of
electronic
government
services
Marketing indicators. - Using a marketing
model in Federal and
state agencies to
improve the content
and value of electronic
services to the public.
- Adopting an existing
marketing framework.Consumer awareness,
popularity, contact
efﬁciency, conversion
and retention.
(Continues)
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Reference Title Value conceptualisation
Purpose of
conceptualisation
Value-structuring
principles
- Incorporates multiple
quantitative and qualitative
data sources to help
understand consumer
behaviour on government
sites.
(Yu, 2007) A value-based
strategic
management
process for e-
government
strategy planning
and performance
control
Services. - Proposes a value-
based strategic
management framework
and process for
supporting efﬁcient and
effective planning,
implementation, as well
as evaluation of
e-Government
strategies.
- Value-based balanced
scorecard.Services/systems
qualities, efﬁciency,
effectiveness and
services development
and management.
Public users.
Citizen values, business
values, public services
accessibility and utilisation
and beneﬁts and
satisfaction.
Government service chain.
Government agencies and
processes.
Employee values, org.
values intra-org. structure
and processes.
Institution values,
administrative values and
vertical and horizontal inter-
organisational services
integration.
National and global
environment.
Society values, national
values, nationwide learning,
innovation, growth and world
competitiveness.
(Bannister
& Connolly,
2014)
ICT, public
values and
transformative
government: a
framework and
programme for
research
Duty-orientated.
Assessment of the
impact of IT in the
context of transformative
government.
Promoting a research
topic and agenda.
Responsibility to the citizen.
Responsibility to the
elected politicians of
the day.
Proper use of public funds.
Compliance with the law.
Efﬁcient use of public funds.
Integrity and honesty.
Facilitating the democratic will.
Accountability to government.
Economy/parsimony.
Rectitude.
Service-oriented.
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Reference Title Value conceptualisation
Purpose of
conceptualisation
Value-structuring
principles
Service to the citizen in his or
her different roles.
Respect for the individual.
Responsiveness.
Effectiveness.
Efﬁciency.
Transparency.
Socially-oriented.
Inclusiveness.
Justice.
Fairness.
Equality of treatment and
access.
Respect for the citizen.
Due process.
Protecting citizen privacy.
Protecting citizens from
exploitation.
Protecting citizen security.
Accountability to the public.
Consulting the citizen.
Impartiality.
APPENDIX 3. L IST OF KOMMUNES AND INTERVIEWS
Aabenraa kommune
Aalborg kommune
Aarhus kommune
Favrskov kommune
Frederikshavn kommune
Gentofte kommune
Hedensted kommune
Næstved kommune
Odense kommune
Tønder kommune
Interview number Kommune (randomised number) Interviewee (role) Date
1 1 Municipal CIO May 25, 2009
2 1 Municipal CEO May 25, 2009
3 1 Citizen service manager May 25, 2009
4 2 Municipal CIO May 25, 2009
5 2 Municipal CEO May 25, 2009
6 2 Citizen service manager May 25, 2009
(Continues)
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Interview number Kommune (randomised number) Interviewee (role) Date
7 3 Municipal CIO May 26, 2009
8 3 Municipal CEO May 26, 2009
9 3 Citizen service manager May 26, 2009
10 4 Municipal CIO May 28, 2009
11 4 Municipal CEO May 28, 2009
12 4 Citizen service manager May 28, 2009
13 5 Municipal CIO June 3, 2009
14 5 Municipal CEO June 3, 2009
15 5 Citizen service manager June 3, 2009
16 6 Municipal CIO June 4, 2009
17 6 Municipal CEO June 4, 2009
18 6 Citizen service manager June 4, 2009
19 7 Municipal CIO June 9, 2009
20 7 Municipal CEO June 9, 2009
21 7 Citizen service manager June 9, 2009
22 8 Municipal CIO June 10, 2009
23 8 Municipal CEO June 10, 2009
24 8 Citizen service manager June 10, 2009
25 9 Municipal CIO June 11, 2009
26 9 Municipal CEO June 11, 2009
27 9 Citizen service manager June 11, 2009
28 10 Municipal CIO June 25, 2009
29 10 Municipal CEO June 25, 2009
30 10 Citizen service manager June 25, 2009
APPENDIX 4. SUMMARY OF INTERVIEW PROTOCOLS
Citizen Service Manager:
What digital services do you offer citizens?
What are your coming digitalisation challenges in relation to citizens and businesses?
How do your digital services integrate with back ofﬁce systems?
Where can you use more digitalisation to help with your work routines?
How is cooperation between the IT department and other government units?
Are there other issues you would like to raise?
CIO
What role does the IT department play today?
What role will it play in three years time?
What role does the IT department play in relation to digitalisation, internally and externally
for citizens and businesses?
Do you have a structured way of delivering IT projects?
Can you identify areas where IT can help local government with its work tasks?
How does IT contribute to the municipality’s work and what value does it create?
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Is the decision structure for IT clear?
How do you develop strategies for digitalisation?
How do you take investment decisions?
How is your IT architecture?
What is the wider organisation’s understanding of IT?
Which digitalisation competences do you have?
How do you interact with centralised IT initiatives?
Which IT management issues are the most important for the future?
Are there other issues you would like to raise?
CEO
How is cooperation between the IT department and the organisation in relation to
digitalisation?
What does IT contribute? What value does it create?
What is your role in digitalisation?
Which digitalisation competences does the organisation have?
What inﬂuence do external digitalisation units have on your digitalisation plans?
Where and how do you think IT should be used in the municipality?
What IT management challenges do you envisage in the coming years?
Are there other issues you would like to raise?
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